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ABSTRACT.  In the first part of the paper we show that the local

resolvent of a hyponormal operator satisfies a rather stringent growth con-

dition.  This result enables one to show that under a mild restriction, hypo-

normal operators satisfy Dunford's C condition. This in turn leads to a

number of corollaries concerning invariant subspaces.  In the second part

we consider the local spectrum of a subnormal operator.  The third section

is concerned with the study of quasi-triangular hyponormal operators.

Introduction. Let ft1 be a Hilbert space and let jc ¥= 0 be a fixed element of

H. Let re L(H), the algebra of bounded linear operators on fi. Then/(A) =

(T - A)-1* is a vector valued analytic function for A 6 p(T) the resolvent set of

T.  In many cases the function / can be extended to be analytic on an open set

properly containing p(jc). We will call / an analytic extension of /if such is the

case and (T - A)/(A) = x for A in the domain oif. We now encounter the pos-

sibility that there may be many extensions of / and they may not be single val-

ued, i.e. they may not agree on their common domain. However if all extensions

do agree on their common domain for each jc G H we say that T has the single

valued extension property. Any operator T E LiH) for which the point spectrum

of T is empty has the single valued extension property. Moreover all hyponormal,

subnormal, and normal operators have the single valued extension property. For

such an operator we designate the maximal single valued extension of (T - X)~lx

by x(X). Thus *(•) is an analytic vector valued function with the property that

(r - A)x(A) = x for all A in the domain of x.

Definition. Let x G H,x ¥= 0 and T G LiH)- Let x be as above. Then

pTix), the local resolvent set of jc, is equal to the domain of x. The local spec-

trum of at, denoted by oTix) is equal to the complement of pTix). Thus ar(x)
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is a nonempty compact set in the plane. All but the nonempty property of ffr(jc)

are obvious and that follows from a standard argument. For convenience, let

ar(0) = 0.
Further discussion of the local spectrum, addition properties, examples of

operators without the single valued extension property and the like can be found

in [2], [10], and [17].

Remark. We have found it convenient to assume aÇT) = oc{T), the con-

tinuous spectrum of T at many places in §1 where aR{T) = 0 would have suf-

ficed. Thus any hyponormal operator T can be written as Tx © T2 where Tx is

norma and T2 has no point spectrum. Since all the results of §1 are obviously

valid for normal operators the reader may supply this extra argument if he wishes.

We will use the hypothesis o{T) = ociT) freely for its simplifying effect.

§1.

Definition: An operator TE L{H) is said to satisfy condition C if for every

closed set F C C, the linear manifold [x G fi: aT{x) C F) is closed.

Our immediate goal is to show that \xQ\)\ < l/dist[A, aT{x)] for X in do-

main x when T is hyponormal and aiX) — oc{T).

We begin by quoting a result from [17].

Lemma 1. Let T G L{H) and letx^Obea fixed element of H. // A0 G

domain*(•)and A0 G oc{T) then x G domain(r- A0)"" for n = 1,2.//

T is hyponormal and x G domain(r - A0)_1 then x G domain(T* - Ä~0)-1 and

ii(r* - \yxx\ < \\{T - a,,)-1*«.

The proof of the next lemma is left to the reader.

Lemma 2. Let an be sequence of positive {nonzero) numbers which satisfy

the relation a\ < a2 and a2 < a„_lan+x for n = 2, 3,. . . . Then a" < an for

«=1,2,... .

Lemma 3. Let Te L(H) be hyponormal. Let \ G oc{T). //A,, G

domain*(•)for xE H with llxll = 1, then

KT-XoT^r^KT-xj-^w.

Proof.  Assume without loss of generality that A,, = 0. Then

IU'-'xII2 = (r_1jc, T~lx) = iT*~lT~xx, x) < llr*-^"1*!! < Irtrl.

(Most of the steps are justified by appeal to Lemma 1.) Similarly for fixed n we

see that

Il7-"jcll2 = iT~nx, T~"x) = {T*~lT~nx, T-{n~lh)

< \\T*-lT~nxl llr-(n_1)jcll< lir-(',+1)xll U—Ci*-l>x|.
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If we set an = llr-"*!! we may invoke Lemma 2 to conclude that llr-1*!!* <

llrtllfor/c= 1,2,... .

Lemma 4. Let TE LiH) with aÇT) = aciT). ForxEH let fi be an open

set containing oTix). Let T C Sl\aTix) be the disjoint union of a finite number

of rectifiable Jordan curves with the property that

Í1   for A G Opix),

0  for A £ Í2.

Then

iT - A0)-"jf = - ¿- Jr(A - Aorn*(A)dA /or A0 G Í2.

(Jhe minus sign occurs above because x(X) = iT- X)~lx instead o/(A - T)~lx.)

Proof. The proof can be adapted from Rudin [16, Lemma 10.24]. How-

ever for completeness we will include a variation of that proof. Set

Then

iT - XQ)"ß = - ¿-Jr [(T - A) - (A - A0)] "(A - Ao)-"* (A)dA

" " ¿ M Jr(/)(X " X°r/(r " X^(A>*X.

For ; > 0, /r(A - Ao)_/(r - A)/jc'(A)dA = 0 by the Cauchy theorem since

indr(A0) = 0.

For / = 0 we see that

-rVf x(X)dX = -rV f .     x (A)dA

for large R by the Cauchy theorem since *(•) is analytic off oTix) and indr(A) =

ind^i-^ÍA) for all A G oTix). But

- ST L=/WdX = ¿ -LÄ<* - TT^ - *

by analytic continuation of ;?(•) and the power series for (A - T)~1x.  Thus

iT - Ao)"0 = jc.  But then (T - A0)" [0 - (T - A0)""jc] = 0 and since A„ G ac(T)

we conclude that ß = (T - A0)_"jc.

We are now ready to estimate the local resolvent of a hyponormal operator.

Theorem 1. Let TE LiH) be hyponormal with a(T) = ac(T). Let x EH
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when 11x11= 1. Then

Proof.  Fix A0 G pT{x). Choose an open set U 'D oTix) such that

dist[or(jc), if] < e for a preassigned e > 0. Choose T C lAoT{x) as in Lemma 4.

Then

llx(A0)ll = ll(J- Aor'jcll < H(r - Aor^ii1/"

= H^T-fr^ * ̂ o^—^CX)^!1

=00Vy/»^!^
dist[A0,T]

where /(T) is the length of T and M = sup {Il xÇ\) II: A G T}. Letting n —» «> we

see that

lljC(Xo)" < dist[A0,r] < dist[A0,arW]-€

(at least for e small). Since e > 0 is arbitrary the desired inequality is proved.

Corollary. Let T E Lití) satisfy the following conditions:

(1) oiT) = oc{T),and

(2) 11(7- - A)-1 x IP < ll(T - A)""jc II for x G domain(r - A)-" and llx II = 1

and all A G C.

Then llx(A)ll < l/dist[A, oT{x)] for all x E <¡T(x).

Theorem 2. Let T G L{H) be hyponormal with o{T) = oc{T). Then T

satisfies condition C, i.e. for closed FCC, the manifold, M = {x E H- oT{x) C

F} is closed.

Proof. Let xn E M where x„ converges strongly to x. We can thus assume

without loss of generality that ILx„ II = 1 for n = 1,2,... . Let U be an open

set in F (the prime denotes complement) where dist[t/, F] = 6 > 0. For A G U

it follows that llx(A)ll < S-1. Since {*„(•)} forms a normal family on U, a sub-

sequence x„k converges to an analytic vector valued function fonU (uniformly

on compact subsets). For A„ G U, it follows that

(T - AoMXo) = lim (T - A0)£   (A0) = lim x    = x.

By the uniqueness of extension / must be an analytic extension of (A - T)~xx to

U.  Thus oT{x) C F when x E M.
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Corollary.   Let T E LiH) satisfy the conditions in the previous corol-

lary.  Then T satisfies condition C.

Theorem 3. Let T E LiH) be hyponormal. If there exists a nonzero vec-

tor xE H such that Oj(x) + oiT) then T has a nontrivial invariant subspace.

Proof. Since we can assume without loss of generality that oÇT) = ac(T)

the statement of the theorem makes sense. Consider the subspace

M= O>GH:oyO0Co>0c)}.

It is closed, nonempty, invariant under T (Tjc(-) = Txi-)) and cannot be all of

H since in that case oiT) would equal ffr(x) (see [9, Lemma 1.8]).

Corollary. Let T E LiH) be hyponormal with llTll = 1. // there exists

a nonzero vector xE H such that IIT"jcII < tV for n = 1,2,... where 0 < r <

1 and C is a constant, then Thasa nontrivial invariant subspace.

Proof. We may assume that oiT) = ac(7). Let Dr = {z: \z\ < r}. We

claim that oTix) C Dr. Indeed set ¿7(A) = 2~=0A_("+1)r"x  Clearly x is well

defined, analytic for lAl > r, and agrees with (T - A)-1* for lAl > 1. Since

(T - Vpc(X) = x for IXI > r we have established the claim. Thus ar(x) ¥= oiT)

since the norm of a hyponormal operator is equal to its spectral radius.

It is interesting to note in connection with Theorem 3 that implicitly con-

tained in the work of C. R. Putnam is the fact that if T* is hyponormal then

there exists a nonzero vector xE H such that ar(jc) is small. More precisely we

have

Scholium (Putnam [14]). Let T E LiH) be cohyponormal with IlTll = 1

and oiT) = ociT). Then there exists a nonzero vector uE H such that ar(w) ¥=

tKT).

Proof. Under the condition of the Scholium, Putnam shows that there ex-

ists a vector x E H for which fyiz) = ((T - z)~1x, y) is continuous on C for each

y E H. Then for some 1 >r > 0 the integral f\z\=riT- z)~lx, x)dz * 0. Set

" = /|2 l=r<T - z)~lxdz. (More explicitly («, y) = fh ^¿(T - z)-1x, y)dz for

each y E H.) We claim that u is the vector we are seeking. Clearly « # 0 and

"CO = J"bl=/2 - Xr'CT- zTlxdz

defines an analytic extension of (T - A)-1 u for lAl > r as may be easily checked.

Thus or(«) C Dr as desired.

Corollary 1.  Let TE LiH) satisfy the following conditions:

(1) there exists a nonzero operator D>0 such that iT - z)(T* - z)>D

for all z EC;
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(2)   IfT - z)-"xII > \\{T -zjxxII" for all x G domain(T - z)~n andn=l,

2, . . .

Then T has a nontrivial invariant subspace.

Proof. We may assume o{T) = oc{T). Thus (2) implies that T has prop-

erty C by the Corollary to Theorem 2. The proof of Putnam's results and the

Scholium really require only (1) to establish the existence of a vector u E fi with

aT{u) ¥= o{T). Thus M = [y G H: oT{y) C oT{u)} is our invariant subspace.

Definition. Let T E L{H) where o(T) — oc{T). If there exists a con-

stant K such that oT{x) n oT{y) — 0 implies llxll <jK11x + y\\ (independently of

x and y) then T satisfies condition B.

Corollary 2.  Let T E L{H) be cohyponormal. If T satisfies either condi-

tion B or C then T has a nontrivial invariant subspace.

Proof. We may assume a{T) = oc{T). Thus we have already covered the

C case. To handle B we must modify slightly the construction in the Scholium.

Let S be a square which contains o{T). Thus

¿\£/*(*)<ft=¿r /((r_ X)~ljf- *> =lbd|2 * °-

Since fx is continuous we can divide S into two rectangles Rx, R2 such that

fBR .fx{X)dx + 0 for 1 = 1, 2. Again by continuity, perturb the edge of each

rectangle so that we obtain disjoint rectangles J¡ where fij¡fxC\)dx =£ 0. Now

define

(»/.7)= LfyQ\)d\
Ji

for eachjy G H as before. Thus oT{u¡) C J- as before. Let M = {xE H: o{x) C

°"r(wi)}- Then M is a nonempty manifold invariant under 7" but it may not be

closed. However for any xGM, llxll <Ällx + w2ll which implies that dist [u2, M]

> 0. Thus dist [u2, M] > 0. Hence M is a nonempty invariant subspace of T

which cannot equal H by the last remark.

Lemma 5.   Let W, S,TE L{H)- Assume that S and T both have the single

valued extension property and TW = WS. Let x E H; then oT{Wx) C os{x).

Proof. By hypothesis x~(-) is an analytic function on ps{x). Define /(A) =

Wx(k).  Clearly / is analytic on ps{x). Then

(7- A)/(X) = (T - \)Wx(X) = W{S - A)x(A) = Wx.

Thus / is an analytic extension of {T - A)-1 Wx and oT{Wx) C os{x). (Caution:

Wx could be the zero vector.)
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Theorem 4.  Let S, T, W E LiH) where T is hyponormal, S is cohyponor-

mal and W is injective. Assume that TW = WS.   Then T has a proper invariant

subspace.

Proof.  First consider the case when S has an eigenvalue. If Sx = Ax then

TWx = \Wx so we are done. If S* has an eigenvalue then so does S and again we

are finished.  So we may assume that neither T nor S has point or residual spec-

trum. Further we may assume the spectrum of T contains at least two points Aj

and A2. By a slight modification of the technique in the proof of Corollary 2 we

can choose an x E H such that osix) is small; in fact diama5(x) < lAj - A21.

Then Wx =£ 0 since W is injective and oTiWx) C o5(x). Thus oTiWx) #= a(T) and

the result now follows from Theorem 3.

Remark.   Relative to the last result we remark that it is an open question

as to whether TW = WS with T hyponormal, S normal and W invertible implies T

is normal.

We next present another proof of a Theorem of Putnam.

Corollary [14]. Let TE LiH) be hyponormal where \\T\\ = 1. If there

exists a vector x0E H such that lT*"x0 II > a > 0 then T has a proper invariant

subspace.

Proof. For convenience let S = T*. We may assume that ker S* = {0}.

Then m„(jc) = llS"x II is monotone decreasing in « for each x and by a well-known

argument (see [18]) there exists a positive operator A such that iA2x, x) =

iim„_>00(S*,S"jc, x) for all x E H. Furthermore A satisfies the equation S*A2S =

A2; thus IUSjcII = 114x11. It is easy to see that ker .4 is an invariant subspace for

S so we may assume ker .4 = {0}. (Note that Ax0 # 0.) By a theorem of Doug-

las [8] there exists an isometry C such that AS = CA.  Thus S*A = AC* and

since the left side has no kernel, C must be unitary. Thus TA = AC* where C*

is normal, A is injective and the result follows from the previous theorem.

We will now show that a variation on the hypothesis of the Corollary places

a very stringent restriction on the operator if it is subnormal.

Theorem 5. Let T E LiH) be subnormal where 1171 = 1. Assume that

lim,,-« ll:r*"x II > ex > 0 for allxEH;x¥= 0. Then T is unitary.

Proof. Again let S = T*. Proceeding along the lines of the previous proof

we again obtain a positive operator A. HA2x, x) - lim„_>0O(S"x, S"x) for each

x E H-) Of necessity A has trivial kernel. Reasoning as before, TA = AC* where

C is unitary. Since A is injective and intertwines the subnormal operator T and

the normal operator C* (the order is crucial), by a result of Radjavi and Rosen-

thai [15] or Kulkarni [12], the operators T and C* are unitarily equivalent, which

completes the proof.
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§n

We begin the section with an invariant subspace theorem which is different

in spirit from those in the previous section although not unrelated. We will then

prove a converse which places limitations on the usefulness of Theorem 3.

Proposition 1. Let T E L{H) be subnormal with minimal normal exten-

sion B = fzE{z) defined on K D H- If there exists a nonzero vector x G tí such

that E{8)x = x for a closed set 8 properly contained in o{T), then Thasa non-

trivial invariant subspace.

Proof. We may assume that oÇT) = o(B) since all points in o{T)\o{B) are

in the residual spectrum of T. We assume T has a cyclic vector in which case T

is just multiplication by z on H2il,z,... ; dp) for the appropriate measure dp

(see [3]).

In this representation £(•) = //(•) and x =fxE /i2(l, z, .. ., dp). Since

E{8)fx = fx;fx must vanish a.e. p off 5. Let M = clm{znfx: n = 0,1,2,...}.

Clearly M is invariant under Tand since fx vanishes off 5; M ¥= tí which completes

the proof.

We will now show that the hypothesis in Theorem 3 roughly entails the

hypothesis in Proposition 1, at least for subnormal operators. First we will need

some intermediary results which are perhaps of independent interest.

Lemma 6. Let T G L(fí) be subnormal with minimal normal extension B E

L(K) {thus K 3 tí). // T~x exists as a densely defined operator and x E domain T~x

then BTX exists in the same sense, x E domain E-1 and T~xx — B~xx.

Proof.  If T~xx = y, then By = Ty = x and thus x E domain B~x and

B~xx = y provided B~x exists as an unbounded operator. Thus assume to the

contrary that B{fx ®/2) = 0 where fx E tf and f2 G f/1. Then B*{fx ®f2) = 0

which requires PB*fx = 0 where P is the projection of K on tí. But then T*fx

= PB*fx = 0. Since ker T* = (range 7)1, T cannot have an unbounded in-

verse unless^ = 0. But then E(0 ©/2) = E*(0 ©/2) = 0 which contradicts the

minimality of B.

The next lemma should appear in the Dunford work on spectral operators

but we know of no reference.

Lemma 7.   Let B E L{H) be normal where B = fzdE{z). Let xEtf.  Then

E(Pß(x))x = 0.

Proof.  Since B is normal it has the single valued extension property and

oB{x) is well defined. It follows from Lemma 1 that if A G pB{x) then x G

dom(ß - A)-1. (Actually, Lemma 1 contains the added hypothesis that A G oc{B)

but it is easy to drop this condition when the operator is normal.) Set
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Q = {A G C: x E dom(ß - A)-1}.

Then by a result of Dixmier and Foias, [7] Q is a Borel set, indeed a Fa. (This

result does not require normality.) Clearly Q D pBix). But Putnam [13], has

shown that £(0x = 0 which completes the proof.

I am grateful to Medhi Radjabalipour for a suggestion which considerably

simplifies the proof of the next theorem.

Theorem 6. Let T E LiH) be subnormal with minimal normal extension

B = fzdEiz). Let xEH Then £(pr(x)) = 0. If T has a cyclic vector so that T

is multiplication by z on H2(l, z,.. ., dp.) and x corresponds to fx then fx = 0

a.e. p on Py(x).

Proof. By hypothesis there exists an analytic vector valued function x(-)

such that (T - A)x (A) = x for all A G pr(x). Thus (5 - A)x (A) = x for A G pr(x)

which implies that pB(x) D pr(x). Since £(pB(x)x) = 0 by the previous lemma

this completes the first part of the proof. The final assertion is merely a restate-

ment of the foregoing material.

§HI
This section addresses itself to the question:  Must a hyponormal quasi-tri-

angular operator be normal? What if it is very quasi-triangular?

Definition. An operator T G LiH) is quasi-triangular if there exists a se-

quence {£„} of finite dimensional selfadjoint projections such that E„ ^En+X

for n « 1,2,..., En -*■ I strongly and finally 11(1 - En)TEn II —*- 0.

We begin by presenting two examples of hyponormal quasi-triangular oper-

ators which are not normal.

Example 1. Let S be the unilateral shift and let Mz be the multiplication

operator on L2(A, dm) where A is the unit disc in the complex plane C and dm

is area measure on A (Afz: /(z) —* z/(z)). Then S ®MZ has the form "normal +

compact" by [6] and hence is quasi-triangular by [11]. Clearly 5 ®MZ is hypo-

normal; in fact, it is the direct sum of a subnormal and a normal operator.

Example 2. Clancey and Morrell [5] have observed that an example of J.

Brennan's [4] produces a subnormal operator T with no residual spectrum. By

the remarkable result of Apóstol, Foiaç and Voiculescu [1], T must be quasi-tri-

angular.

Lemma 8.  Let TE LiHn) where H„ is n-dimensional. Assume \\T*ff <

HT/112 + Ô2 Iff for allfE Hn.  Then II7TII2 < lT*f\? + 4llTllnS ll/ll2.

Proof. Write 7* in upper triangular form with respect to the basis <px,...,

<f>n so that T = [a¡j] in this basis.
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We then obtain the relation

llrV/ = ¿ Iz7f/I2 <52 + ¿>fe fl2 = II7V/ + 52.
/=1      ' fc=l

Hence for />iwe have

fc-i

Thus

But

\aki\2<82 + Z\alk\2-       2.       \akD\2.
*»' /T1,    '•* p=fc+l;p#z   "'p

¿ K/ <s2 + g [>+ l>ui2 -    ¿     iflfc(Pi2].
= i+l fc=l L /=1 p=fc+l;p#i J/=/+!

i-1   fc-l i-1 n

Z Z i«wP-Z     Z     i«*lPP
*=1    /=1 fc=l   p=fc + l;p#/

i-1        fc-l n i-1

=   Z    ZKfcP-    Z     Zi^P
fc=l;fc>/    /=1 fc=/+l;fc*/   /=l

and this last expression is clearly negative since a¡ k = 0 for k < I.

Thus S"= /+ ! lflf/l2 < /52. If we write T = D +R where D is the diagonal

part of T, then

1=1   j=i+l        ' 1=1 ^

Thus ll#HH.s. **nà where || • llH s denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of R.  For

any/G tí„ with l|/1 = 1 it follows that

117/11 < I1D/II + llfl/ll   and    117*/« > HO*/1 " lÄ*/l

whenever 117/11 - Il7*/H < 2«5. Multiplying by 117/11 + 117*/" we find

II7/II2 < »7*/ll2 + 4ll7l!nS   for all/ G Hn

where \\f\\ = 1, which completes the proof.

Corollary. Let TE L{H„) where 117* II2 < II7/II2 + 52 \\f\\2 for allfE

tí„. Then 7 = D + R where D is diagonal and R is a nilpotent operator whose

Hilbert-Schmidt norm is less than «5.

For those who would prefer a version without the quadratic terms we have

Corollary. Let TE L{Hn) where Il7*/ll < 117/11 + 5 l/ll for allf E f/„

with 11/11 = 1. Then 117/11 < Il7*/ll + 2h\/27!tT.

Theorem 7. Let 7 G L{Hn) be a hyponormal operator. Assume \\TEn -

EnTEn II = 0„ where the En 'sform an increasing sequence of projections converging
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to land each En has rank n. If Um inf„_>00nö„ = 0; then T is normal.

Proof. Assume fEEm\\ for some fixed m. Then for n > m we write

r=   \b    d\     0nEnH®EnHl-

Since T is hyponormal (and B=TEn- EnTEn)

WTff = IL4/II2 + II/3/II2 > \\A*f\\2 + \C*ff - \\T*ff

and hence IL4/II2 + 02 > M*ff. Applying the lemma to the operator A we find

that

iir/ii2 m uff + wf < u*ff + 4Uhe„ + e2

<nr*/l|2+4iuii«0„+02.

But with appropriate choice of n this implies that 117/11 < \\T*ß whence 117/11 =

llr*/ll. Since the set of/'s for which equality holds is dense in H one must con-

clude that T is normal.

Corollary. Let T E LiH) be hyponormal. If there exists anfEH, 11/11

= 1, such that lim infn^.00n\\T"ff,n —* 0 then Thas a proper invariant subspace.

Proof. Consider the sequence /, Tf, T2f,.. . which must be dense in H

else we are done. Apply the Gram-Schmidt process to this sequence to obtain an

orthonormal basis ex, e2,.. . for H. By construction Te„ = anen+x + gn where

gn 1 e¡ for / > n + 1, n = 1, 2,... . If we let En be.the projection of H on

clmit"!.en} then 11(1 -En)TEn\\ = la„l. But T"f= Tnex = ax ■ ■ ■ anen+x

+ h where h i e¡ for / > n + 1. Thus « llT"1/"!!1 /n > n \ax • • • an I1 /n. Hence

lim vaîn-+c<,n\an I —► 0 which implies that T is normal by the previous theorem so

we are done.

We will now present an example which shows that, while the estimate ob-

tained in the Lemma 8 may not be best possible, it is not too far off.

Example.   Let {<px,.. ., $n} be an orthonormal basis for H. Define

rr        Í0' '=1>

WÏJn*i-x,   for/= 2, ...,n.

Then IIT*/H2 < WTff + «_1 ll/ll2 for all/G H„ and thus we may take S = l/V«.

But II7V„II2 ~ llr*vJ„U2 + 1. Thus II7VII2 < \\T*<pnf + 2\\T\\sfh~E in this exam-
ple. However y/n~ cannot be replaced by n" for any a < fa.

Added in Proof.   By an ingenious modification of Lemma 3, M.

Radjabalipour has shown that the lemma and consequently Theorems 1 and 2 are

valid for any hyponormal operator. (In other words, the condition oRiT) =0 is

superfluous.) The question raised in the Remark following Theorem 4 has been
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answered (independently and affirmatively) by Fong and Radjabalipour, and by

Stampfli and Wadhwa.  Finally Theorem 5 has been extended by C. R. Putnam

to cover hyponormal operators and by the present author to cover dominant

operators.
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